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ABSTRACT
Context. RR Lyrae stars (RRLS) belong to population II and are generally used as a tracer of the host galaxy halo.
Aims. The surface as well as vertical distribution of RRLS in the inner Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) are studied to understand
whether these stars are actually formed in the halo.
Methods. RRLS identified by the OGLE III survey are used to estimate their number density distribution. The scale-height of their
distribution is estimated using extinction corrected average magnitudes of ab type stars.
Results. The density distribution mimics the bar, confirming results in the literature. The distribution of their scale height indicates
that there may be two populations, one with smaller scale-height, very similar to the red clump stars and the other, much larger. The
distribution of the reddening-corrected magnitude along the minor axis shows variation, suggesting an inclination. The inclination is
estimated to be i = 31.3 ± 3.◦5 degrees, very similar to the inclination of the disk. Thus, the RRLS in the inner LMC mimic the bar
and inclination of the disk, suggesting that a major fraction of RRLS is formed in the disk of the LMC.
Conclusions. The results indicate that the RRLS in the inner LMC trace the disk and probably the inner halo. They do not trace
the extended metal-poor halo of the LMC. We suggest that a major star formation event happened in the LMC at 10−12 Gyrs ago,
resulting in the formation of most of the inner RRLS, as well as probably the globular clusters, inner halo and the disk of the LMC.
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1. Introduction
The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is known to be a disk
galaxy with or without a halo. There have been many efforts
to find evidence for the presence of a halo in the LMC. Such
evidence is looked for in the old stellar population, such as glob-
ular clusters (GCs) and field RR Lyrae stars (RRLS). The oldest
GCs appear to lie in a flat rotating disk whose velocity disper-
sion is 24 km s−1 (Kinman et al. 1991; Schommer et al. 1992).
van den Bergh (2004) re-estimated the velocity dispersion of
the GCs and concluded that they could still have formed in the
halo. Since the number of GCs in the LMC is small (13 clus-
ters), it is difficult to infer the signature of the halo from this
sample. Another tracer is the RRLS, which are almost as old
as the oldest GCs. Recent surveys of the LMC such as OGLE
and MACHO have identified a large number of RRLS. Among
the follow up studies, Minniti et al. (2003) found kinematic evi-
dence for the LMC halo, by estimating the velocity dispersion
in the population of RRLS. Alves (2004) estimated the mass
of the LMC based on RRLS surface density and remarked that
their exponential scale length is very similar to that of the young
LMC disk. Freeman (1999) remarked that the similarity of their
scale length to that of the young stellar disk suggests that the
RRLS in the LMC are disk objects, like old clusters, and sup-
ported the view that the LMC may not have a metal-poor halo.
Subramaniam (2006) studied the density distribution and
found that it is elongated as the LMC bar. Since these stars were
found to have a disk-like distribution and halo-like location, she
speculated that these stars might have formed in the disk and
its present location could be due to later mergers. The OGLE
III catalogue of RRLS, (Soszynski et al. 2009) confirmed this
bar-like elongation. In this study, we used the RRLS catalogue of
Soszynski et al. (2009) in the LMC, consisting of 17 693 ab type
RRLS to obtain their number density and scale height distri-
butions. The method used by Subramaniam (2006) is followed
here. The density distribution is clearly found to be elongated
and the PA estimate matches that of the RC stars. The scale
height found by Subramaniam (2006) was larger than the scale
height for the disk as delineated by red clump (RC) stars. Thus
it was suggested that the inflated distribution of the RRLS could
be due to mergers and the RRLS might have initially formed in
the disk. The scale-height distribution of the OGLE III RRLS is
estimated and is compared with that obtained from the RC stars
by Subramaniam & Subramanian (2009). The comparison iden-
tifies two populations, where one population is found to follow
the disk population. We have explored whether another prop-
erty of the LMC disk, i.e., inclination, is present in the RRLS.
The structure of the paper is as follows: the number density dis-
tribution is estimated in Sect. 2, the scale-height distribution is
estimated and compared with the RC stars in Sect. 3, the incli-
nation of the RRLS is estimated in Sect. 4 and is followed by a
discussion in Sect. 5.
2. Estimation of the number density distribution
of RRLS
Soszynski et al. (2009) presented a catalogue of RRLS discov-
ered in the inner parts of the LMC, consisting of 17 693 ob-
jects. The center of the LMC was taken as α = 05h19m38s;
δ = −69◦27′5.′′2 (de Vaucoulers & Freeman 1973). The α and δ
were converted to the projected X and Y coordinates. The data
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Fig. 1. Number density distribution of RR Lyrae stars in the LMC. The
optical center is shown as red cross, the center of the RRLS density is
shown in blue cross, the PAmaj is shown in red line.
are binned in 0.2 degree bins on both the axes and the number
of RRLS in each box is counted to obtain the number density
in square degrees. A plot of their density is shown in Fig. 1,
where the variation in the number density is clearly seen. On
the whole, the smooth spatial variation in the density is found
to have an elongated distribution. The direction of elongation is
found to be similar to the elongation of the bar of the LMC.
The position angle (PA) of the elongation is estimated to be
PA = 125 ± 17◦ for the eastern side and this value is within
the errors of the value found by Subramaniam (2006) using
OGLE II RRLS (PA = 112.5◦ ± 15.◦3) and by Pejcha & Stanek
(2009) (PA = 112.4◦). A clear value for the PA emerges on the
eastern side, but a clear value does not emerge on the western
side. The above value is very similar to the PAmaj as estimated
from RC stars, 114.◦4 ± 22.◦5, (Subramaniam 2004) and also the
PAmaj from the red giants 122.◦5 ± 8.◦3 (van der Marel 2001). All
the above values are the same within the errors. Subramaniam
(2006) also found that the density distribution of RRLS is sim-
ilar to the RC and red giant stars along the major axis. The
density distribution of the RRLS is found to be located slightly
away from the adopted optical center of the LMC. Their center
was found to be α = 05h20.m4 ± 0.m4 and δ = −69◦48′ ± 5′ by
Subramaniam (2006). We also find the center of the RRLS to be
same as above, within errors. This is also similar to the value es-
timated by Alves (2004). This center is denoted in Fig. 1 as blue
cross, and is slightly shifted with respect to the optical center.
Thus, the bar-like elongation seen in the RRLS is significant.
It is not possible for the RRLS to have formed in the halo and
still have a bar like elongation. A probable scenario is that most
of the RRLS are formed in the disk. To summarise, the RRLS
in the inner LMC are likely to have formed in the disk and are
unlikely to trace the halo.
3. Estimation of dispersion in the mean magnitude
of ab type RRLS
The ab type stars could be considered to belong to a simi-
lar sub class and hence assumed to have similar properties.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of scale-height of ab type RRLS (black) com-
pared with that of RC stars (red). The scale heights shown are the dis-
persion in the mean magnitude reflected about z = 0. The larger sized
dots indicate larger error in the estimated dispersion.
The mean magnitude of these stars in the I pass band, after
correcting for the metallicity and extinction effects, can be used
for the estimation of distance. On the other hand, the observed
dispersion in their mean magnitude is a measure of the depth
in their distribution. Subramanian & Subramaniam (2009) pre-
sented a high-resolution reddening map of the region observed
by the OGLE III survey. This data is used to estimate the ex-
tinction to individual RRLS. Stars within each bin of the red-
dening map are assigned a single reddening and it is assumed
that the reddening does not vary much within the bin (4.44 ×
4.44 sq. arcmin). The contribution to the dispersion from the
variable extinction is minimised, though there may still be a non-
zero contribution to the estimated dispersion.
The observed distribution of ab type stars in the X and Y di-
rection are binned such that there are more than 10 stars in most
of the locations and a maximum of ∼300 stars in some locations.
We used a bin size of 0.◦5 in X and 0.◦5 in Y. We estimated the
mean magnitude and dispersion for 231 locations. This value
of the dispersion can be used to estimate the scale-height, but
has contributions from (1) photometric errors; (2) range in the
metallicity of stars; (3) intrinsic variation in the luminosity due
to evolutionary effects within the sample and (4) the actual depth
in the distribution of the stars (Clementini et al. 2003). We need
to remove the contribution of the first three terms (σ(int)) so that
the value of the last term (σ(dep)) can be evaluated. Clementini
et al. (2003) estimated the value of σ(int) as 0.1 mag for their
sample. Subramaniam (2006) estimated a value of 0.15 mag for
a similar analysis based on OGLE II data of RRLS. When we
tried to subtract a value of 0.15 mag, we found that many re-
gions have a dispersion less than this value, especially at loca-
tions away from the center. Hence we decided to ignore this re-
duction and use the total value of dispersion to estimate the scale
height, very well aware that values estimated will be upper lim-
its. Thus we do not derive any quantitative estimates on scale
height. We have plotted the observed dispersion in magnitude
(bins with less than 10 stars are excluded), converted into Z dis-
tance in an edge-on view along the X-axis shown in Fig. 2. The
scale height displayed is the Gaussian dispersion of z-heights
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Fig. 3. The histogram of the dispersion in RRLS (σI0). The figure in the
inset shows the X–Y location of the bins, where the size of the points is
proportional to the dispersion.
in each bin, rather than the conventional scale height of an
exponential distribution. The distance is obtained from the rela-
tion 0.1 mag = 2.3 kpc. In order to give a complete edge-on view,
the estimated depth in magnitude is halved and shown along the
+ve and –ve Z-axis. In order to compare this depth with the disk
population, we have shown the RC depth (halved for the edge-on
view) estimated by Subramaniam & Subramanian (2009). Their
result also points to a thicker LMC disk, even after correcting
for inclination, as shown by the red points. The figure clearly
shows two population of RRLS, one population being very much
like the RC stars in depth distribution and the other showing an
inflated distribution. The number of regions identified with the
disk-like RC stars increases away from the center. The inflated
regions are located more or less in the bar region. The figure also
suggests an X-shaped distribution in the edge-on view. An X–Y
view of the dispersion is also shown as an inset in Fig. 3, where
the size of the points is proportional to the dispersion. This might
give clues to the formation of this distribution, if the RRLS are
actually formed in the bar/disk and then became inflated later.
In order to estimate the fraction of locations of each popu-
lation, the histogram of σI0 is shown in Fig. 3. The histogram
has a peak in the 0.1−0.2 mag bin, where 43% (100 regions out
of 231) of the locations show a dispersion of less than 0.2 mag.
This explains why we could not subtract the estimated contribu-
tion of σ(int). These regions are located all over, with increasing
number away from the bar. 47% of regions show dispersions be-
tween 0.2−0.5 mag, and most of them are located within the bar
region. About 10% of regions show dispersions of more than
0.5 mag. This clearly shows out that majority of the RRLS are in
two types of distribution, one disk-like and the other with a larger
scale-height. This analysis might suggest that not more than 10%
of the RRLS in the inner LMC are likely to have formed in the
extended halo.
4. Inclination of the distribution of RRLS
Having estimated the major axis of the elongation, we shifted
the coordinate system from X–Y to X′–Y′ such that the new X′
and Y′ are along the major and minor axes respectively. In order
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Fig. 4. The edge on view of the binned I0 magnitudes along the major
and minor axes. The direction of the inclination is shown in the lower
figure.
to see the disk+bar of the RRLS in the edge on view, along the
major and minor axes, we have shown the binned I0 mag (binned
between 18.0−19.0) against the two axes in Fig. 4. The almost
horizontal distribution along the major axis confirms that the es-
timated PA is close to the line of nodes. The bar region was ex-
cluded (X′ = Y′ = 2◦ degrees), and the remaining 57 data points
were fitted to estimate the slope as 0.0099± 0.0028 mag/degree,
the mean I0 mag (y-intercept) as 18.654, with a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.43. The low correlation coefficient is due to the extra
planar features seen beyond 3 degrees from the center. The esti-
mated fit is shown in the figure, it fits the inner regions as well.
The edge-on view along the minor axis shows a variation in
I0 magnitude, which suggests inclination of the plane contain-
ing the RRLS. We excluded the regions between 0 and 2.◦0 of
the minor axis, where significant deviation is noticed. We fit-
ted the rest of the regions and the inclination was estimated.
The values estimated using 46 points are inclination (slope) =
−0.0265 ± 0.0036 mag/degree, mean magnitude (y-intercept) =
18.637 mag and the correlation coefficient was found to be 0.74.
The fit as shown in the figure reveals that the fit is satisfactory,
except for the extra-planar feature towards the north eastern part.
The inclination estimated here, i = 31.3 ± 3.◦5, is very similar to
the previous estimates of inclination for the disk (i = 30.7 ± 1.◦1
Nikolaev et al. (2004), i = 34.7 ± 6.◦2 van der Marel & Cioni
2001). If we consider all the points, including the extra-planer
features, the inclination becomes i = 20.8±3.◦5, using 66 points.
The extra-planer feature, suggestive of an extension behind the
disk, is located close to the 30 Doradus star forming region.
In this analysis, we have considered reddening estimated using
RC stars. This feature could arise because of uncorrected red-
dening for at least part of the RRLS in this region. The colour of
the dereddened RRLS were found to be relatively redder in these
locations, supporting the above idea. To summarise, we estab-
lish the significant result that the RRLS distribution has a line of
nodes as well as an inclination similar to that of the LMC disk,
which confirms the idea that a major fraction of RRLS is in a
non-spheroidal distribution.
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5. Discussion: Clues to the early formation
of the LMC disk
The distribution of RRLS in the inner LMC is found have a
major axis, line of nodes and inclination similar to the disk.
These three measures suggest that the RRLS are not in a
spheroidal system, but on an equatorial plane, similar to that of
the LMC disk. Also, this is the oldest tracer that shows disk prop-
erties. Therefore, turning the argument around, we suggest that
RRLS trace the early formation of the disk in the LMC. The
bar feature in the RRLS could be either due to them forming
in the bar or being trapped by the bar, after they formed. The
oldest disk as traced by the RRLS and the youngest disk traced
by the Cepheid (Nikolaev et al. 2004) have similar inclinations.
With respect to the scale-height, we estimate that less than half
of the stars follow the disk scale-height, whereas a similar frac-
tion follow an inflated distribution. Only a small fraction (≤10%)
is likely to trace the extended halo of the LMC. We suggest the
following model for the formation of RRLS and the early evolu-
tion of the LMC.
The LMC showed a prominent star formation event at the
time of the formation of RRLS, which mimics the LMC disk.
The enhanced density of RRLS near the central region is sug-
gestive of a prominent star formation event. This probably is the
oldest and most significant star forming event, with the result of
the formation of the LMC disk. A merger event with a gas rich
galaxy at about 10−12 Gyr could have caused this major event.
The low star formation rate of the LMC halo must have kept the
chemical enrichment low enough for the RRLS to form during
the merger. This also points to a very low stellar density halo
for the LMC. If the RRLS shows the bar feature because that
they formed in the bar, then the bar was also formed during this
merger event, along with the disk. It might be possible that the
globular clusters in the LMC were also formed in this merger
event. The globular clusters in the LMC show-disk like kinemat-
ics (Freeman et al. 1983; Schommer et al. 1992; van den Bergh
2004). Increased gas material due to the merger could have trig-
gered the formation of the globular clusters.
We also identified that when one component of RRLS
shows disk-like scale height, another component appeared to be
inflated. These two population could also indicate the early for-
mation of the LMC. The inflated distribution could have formed
in the early part of the merger, where, the disk is not completely
formed, giving it an inflated location. If this coincides with glob-
ular cluster formation, then the RRLS in the inflated component
are formed just before the formation of the disk. The star forma-
tion must have proceeded along with the formation of the disk.
In summary, we suggest that the major star formation event in
the LMC happened at ≥9 Gyr, probably with a gas rich merger.
This merger resulted in the formation of most of the inner RRLS,
probably the globular clusters and the disk of the LMC.
We also explore the possibility that all the RRLS formed in
the disk and one fraction got inflated. One scenario is where
another gas-rich merger dislocated some stars to the halo, result-
ing in a distribution with increased scale-height. Another mech-
anism for distributing stars vertically above the plane is bar in-
stabilities. After the bar is formed, it thickens, its scale-height
increases and it forms a peanut/boxy bar, due to various insta-
bilities (Combes et al. 1990; Pfenniger & Friedli 1991). Once
the RRLS are trapped in the bar potential, they might experi-
ence various bar instabilities resulting in a vertical distribution.
The fact that the observed inflated distribution in the RRLS is
located in the region of the bar could suggest a bar-related phe-
nomenon. If this is a viable mechanism, then the RRLS can be
used to understand the evolution of the LMC bar. The survival
and the evolution of the bar could also be a pointer to the dark
matter halo (Martinez-Valpuesta et al. 2006).
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